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1. Introduction. In Theorem 1 of [3], Chevalley established the existence

of a basis for a complex semi-simple Lie algebra ?c with certain special prop-

erties. One property is of integral multiplication table, making it possible

to define an analogous Lie algebra ? over an arbitrary field K. Another (re-

lated) property is the fact that the linear transformations (n!)_1(adea)n

(where ea is a root vector in the basis and n a positive integer) have integral

matrices, making it possible to associate the automorphisms of ? with those

of ?c (see e.g. [11], [12]). We will observe first that this latter property

characterizes Chevalley bases (in an appropriate sense). Thought of as a

property of the adjoint representation, it has a natural generalization to

other representations, and will be used to define Chevalley bases for an dé-

module. §3 and 4 will be devoted to proving the existence of such a basis for

a finite-dimensional irreducible ?c-module SD?C.

Since the original preparation of this paper, R. Ree has published a paper

[ 13] which contains a proof of the existence of Chevalley bases for modules.

His proof depends on the Cartan classification of the algebras ?c» and he

states, "a direct proof of [the existence] is desirable." While Theorem 2 of

the present paper is not quite as strong as Ree's Theorem (1.6), the proof

presented here is direct and entirely different from Ree's. Furthermore,

essentially the same consequences for algebras, modules, and groups over

arbitrary fields can be obtained except that Theorem 2 below is useless in

passing to a field of characteristic 2 or 3 for some purposes (see §5). It should

also be noted that Ree's proof depends on Chevalley's basis theorem, and the

present proof does not.

A Chevalley basis for ÏWC will be used to associate with 3D?C (or with the

corresponding representation R) an ^-module 2J? and a linear group GR

analogous to the Chevalley group G' of automorphisms of ?. A general fixed

point theorem for the groups GR, analogous to Theorem 1 of [ 11], is proved

in §6. Application of this theorem to the case of a simple Lie algebra of type

Fi shows that every automorphism of an exceptional central simple Jordan

algebra over an arbitrary field of characteristic ^ 2, 3 has at least a three-

dimensional fixed point space. Other applications of the theorem yield known

results about fixed points of rotations in odd-dimensional spaces and fixed

points of automorphisms of Cay ley algebras.
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2. A characterization of Chevalley bases. Let ? be a finite-dimensional

complex semi-simple Lie algebra, and let § be a Cartan subalgebra. Let {ea \

be a complete set of root vectors for the (nonzero) roots a of ? with respect

to C. We write

(1) [eaeß] = Na,ßea+ß

if a + ß is a root. Set Na_ß = 0 if a + ß is not a root (and not zero), and then

(1) holds for all pairs a,ß if a ^ —ß. We will denote the o-string of roots

through ß by

ß-raßa,---,ß,ß + a,---,ß + qaßa.

Let ?a denote the root space of a, and let ha be the unique element of

[?„, ?_„] such that aihá) = 2.

A set {ea} of root vectors can always be replaced by a set of scalar multi-

ples of themselves so that the new set satisfies

(2) [eae.a] = ha.

Assuming this done, we have [3, pp. 21-23]

(3) Na,ßN_a,_ß=iraß+l)2.

(The reason for a difference in sign between (3) and the formula given in [3]

is that Chevalley takes the adjoint mappings to act on the left instead of

on the right.)

The essence of the Chevalley basis theorem [3, p. 24] is that the ea may

again be replaced by scalar multiples of themselves, preserving (2) and so

that Naß = ALa.-fl. Hence [eaeß] = ± iraß + 1) ea+ß. The root vectors can

then be taken as part of a basis having an integral multiplication table, and

having the further property that the matrices of the linear transformations

(re!)_1(adea)", for all roots a and positive integers re, have only integer

entries. This property, in the presence of (2), characterizes Chevalley bases,

and in fact can be stated in a somewhat weaker form. Henceforth let n

denote a fixed fundamental system of roots.

Theorem 1. Let ? have a basis consisting of a basis for ip and a complete set

\eß\ of root vectors such that

(a) [e^e.p] = hß for all roots ß;

(b) the matrices of the linear transformations (re!)~1(adea)n have integer en-

tries for ± a EH, n = 1,2, ■■■.

Then Naiß = N„ai_ß for all pairs of roots a,ß, and hence the eß's are root vec-

tors in a Chevalley basis.

Proof. Let a G n, and let ß be a root such that a + ß is not a root, i.e.,

qaß = 0 and raß is some integer r. Then for k = 1,2, ■ • •, r, we have
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(4) e„(ade_J* = #„,_„#„_„,_„ • • • ̂ -(^^-„í,^,

(5) e_„(adej* = N^aN^+a,a • • • N._ß+(k_x)a,ae_ß+ka.

The N's are all integers ((b) for n = 1) and (a) implies that (3) holds. We

prove by induction that

(6) JV_i+fa>B = /V/f_fc,._a=±(A + l),       A = 0,1, ...,r-l.

For k = 0 we have iV_AJVA_a = ir_aß + l)2 = 1, and hence ALAa = iV^,-«

= =b 1. Assuming (6) for A — 1, (4) and (5) give

(7) e„(ade_a)*+1 = ± A! iV(,_fa,_0ei_(t+1)B>

(8) e-f{adea)k+1 = ± A! iV_/J+«.iBe_p+(.+1)a.

Thus (b) implies that A + 1 divides both Nß_ka^a and N_0+ka¡a. Since

Ne-ta.-aN^+k.j, = (r^ß-im + I)2 = (A + l)2,

(6) follows for A, which completes the induction step.

Now consider an arbitrary root ß with a-string

ß-ra,---,ß,---,ß + qa.

Let ß' = — jö + ra. Then 0' + a is not a root, and

tyl.« - tf-r+PM - ± (r+ 1) - #*<-«,.-„ = AL* —

Thus we have iV^ = N _ßt_a for /J an arbitrary root and a£n. Since 0 can

be replaced by —ß, this also holds for — a £ n. Consider the roots ordered

lexicographically by II. Our result thus far is the initial step for proving the

desired conclusion for an arbitrary a > 0 (and hence for all a) by induction

on the ordering.

Thus let y > 0 be arbitrary, but not in n, and assume Nßitt = N-ff¡-a for

all ß and all a < y. Write y = a + 5, where a and ö are positive roots < 7.

For an arbitrary root ß, the Jacobi identity for eß, ea, es yields

(9) Nß,y Ns¡a = Nßii Nß+i,a + Na,ß JVa+w.

Similarly, for e_/J, e_„,e_4, we get

(10) N_ß,.yN.s,.a = A/_A_,/V_,_t,_0 + N_a,_ßN _„_,,_,.

In all the factors of (10) except the first we have a subscript of — a or — h,

and the induction hypothesis gives

(11) M-n,-yN¡¡a = NßiSNß+i:a -\- NaißJ\a+ßj.

Since a + 6 is a root, namely y, NSa^0, and (9) and (11) imply Nßiy

= N-ft-y, which completes the induction step, and the theorem.

3. Module bases. In this section ? will denote a finite-dimensional split
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semi-simple Lie algebra over an arbitrary field X of characteristic 0. Let (Ay)

be the Cartan matrix of ? and e„ /„ A, (1 ^ i ^ I) a set of canonical generators

[8, p. 126] for £. Let 9LTÎ be a finite-dimensional irreducible ^-module with

associated representation R.

Definition. A Chevalley basis for SDî is any basis of weight vectors with

respect to which the linear transformations

(12) (Bi!)-x(ef)",(in!)-1(/f)m,      l£i£l,   m = 1,2,...,

have matrices with integer entries.

Remark. In [13], Ree calls a basis for 9JÎ regular if it satisfies the condi-

tion above for all the root vectors of a Chevalley basis of ?, not just the

canonical generators. It is for this reason that [13, (1.6)] is stronger than

the following theorem.

Theorem 2. Every finite-dimensional irreducible ^-module SDÎ Aas a Cheval-

ley basis.

The purpose of this section and the next will be the proof of this theorem.

The main ideas in the proof will be sketched first, and the computational

details, isolated as Lemma 1 below, will be deferred until §4.

We begin by constructing 90? as in Jacobson [8, Chapter VII]. I-.et 5 be

the free Lie algebra on 3/ generators e„ /„A, (1 á ¿ á 0, and let ? = 5/ 3 ,

where 3 is the ideal generated by the elements

[hihj],

(13) [«»/>] - SUhh

[ethj]- Aj¡e¡,

[/.Aj-r-A,,/,.

Let ip be the span of the A¿'s in 5, and let a¿ be the linear function on § such

that ctiihj) = Ají, i, j — 1,2, •••,!. Let A be a dominant integral linear

function on ip, i.e., A(A¿) is a non-negative integer for i = 1,2, • • -,l. Let ï

be the free algebra (associative with identity) on / generators xx,x2, ■•-,x¡.

X becomes a module for % and for ? by the definitions

(14) (ac¡i • • • xtr)hi = i A - a¡x - ■ • ■ - atr)ih¡)x¡x ■■■x,r,

(15) (x¡, ...Xir)fi = Xix--- xlr xit

lei = 0,

(16) (Xjj • • • x,r )e¿ = ((xq • • • xir_})e¡)xlr

— 5¡,iA A — an — ••• — a>r_1)(Ai)Xi1 ••• x¡r_1%

Here we understand that Xix---xir= 1 if r = 0. The algebra Ç = ?/3',
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where 3 ' is the intersection of the kernels of all finite-dimensional irreduci-

ble representations of ?. The same names for the generators eit fiy A, have

been used throughout because the space spanned by them is mapped isomor-

phically in passing from r$ to ?. X has a unique maximal submodule ?; X/ ?

is irreducible and finite-dimensional, hence is an S-module 90?. This turns

out to be the unique finite-dimensional irreducible i-module with highest

weight A.

A basis for 90? may be found by selecting a linearly independent set of

cosets modulo "iß of monomials x(1 • • • xir in X. Modification of such a basis

by suitable scalar multiplications will yield a Chevalley basis. Specifically,

write an arbitrary monomial as x*J • • • x¡r, where the highest possible expo-

" nents are displayed. We call ikx\ • • • krl)~1xk1l ■ ■ ■ xk¿a "modified monomial."

Lemma 1. TAc image of a modified monomial under each of the mappings

(12) is an integral linear combination of modified monomials.

Now specialize the base field X to the rational field Q. Modified monomials

in X are weight vectors (by (14)). For each weight A, let ?)x be the additive

group generated by the cosets of the modified monomials belonging to A.

2)x is finitely generated, and hence has a basis. Such a basis is also a basis for

the Q-space spanned by £)x, which is the weight space 9D?A of 99?. We take as

basis for 90? the union of these bases for weight spaces. Since every basis ele-

ment for 90? is an integral linear combination of cosets of modified mono-

mials, and every such coset is an integral linear combination of basis ele-

ments, the mappings (12) have integral matrices with respect to the basis

chosen for 3D?.

The result is extended to an arbitrary base field X of characteristic 0 by

identifying the prime field of X with Q and constructing ?K and 90?x. ?x is

the split semi-simple Lie algebra over X with Cartan matrix (Ay), and since

99? is absolutely irreducible [ 8, p. 223], 9D?K is the finite-dimensional irreduc-

ible ?K-module with highest weight A. The Chevalley basis for 90? is also

one for 9D?K. The proof of Lemma 1 is all that remains to complete the

proof of Theorem 2.

Remark. The combination of Theorems 1 and 2 does not yield an alterna-

tive proof of the Chevalley basis theorem, because of the necessity of hy-

pothesis (a) in Theorem 1, which does not seem to have a module analogue.

The combination does provide a somewhat weaker theorem which is ade-

quate for defining the groups of Chevalley—but only on the basis of Cheval-

ley's own results on the generation of these groups [ 3, Lemmas 111.4 and

IV.3].

4. Proof of Lemma 1. Half of the lemma is quite easy to prove. Let

ik1\..-kr\)-1xh...X*r
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be a modified monomial. We have

(A1!...Ar!)-1x^...x1^(m!)-1(/f)m=(A1!...Ar!m!)-1xfii...x*rxr,

which gives a coefficient of 1 if ¿ ̂  ir; otherwise, we have

(Ai! .••Ar!m!)"1x*i.-.x?r-a:jr*H-m
» * r     »      ix        ir_i   ir

= (Är^m)(A1!---Ar_1!(Ar+m)!)-1x*i...xt-11^+'".

Thus the statement is correct for the /¡'s.

In the sequel we will have to frequently write linear combinations

Aia,i+ ••• + Ara,r

of roots, sometimes with complicated subscripts. We denote such a linear

combination by ka¡[ 1, r]. If each A, = 1, we write a¡[ 1, r].

It is useful to replace (16) with the explicit form for the operation of e, on a

monomial, which is:

r

(17)       ixiy --Xi, )e, = - £ ôijii A - at[ 1,7 - l])(hi)x¡y ■■■xij ■■■ x»
;=i

where denotes deletion of the argument. This follows immediately from

(16) by induction on r. Thus the image of a monomial under e¡ is a linear

combination of monomials each of which is obtained from the original by

deletion of exactly one x¡.

Next we note the significance of having more than one x¡ appearing to-

gether in a monomial. On a monomial of the form x¿1 ■ ■ ■ xk ■ ■ ■ xir, operation

by e¡ produces (inter alia) A terms all involving the monomial

k—i
Xiy   •  •  •   Xi •  •  •   Xir  ,

which can thus be combined. If Xl is the first x¡ in the group being considered,

the sum of the coefficients of these terms is:

A-l

- A(A - «,{1,7 - 1])(A.) - X matihd
m=0

(18)
= -Aj(A-a,[l,;-l])(A¿)-A + l}.

The next task is to compute explicitly the effect of (ef)m on an arbitrary

monomial. To do this, we need to display all the powers of x/s appearing

in the monomial, singling out the x¡'s. The reader is asked to visualize a

monomial X with sequence of subscripts

(lo) Ii, • • •, Iri ; I; Iri + l , ■ ■ ■ ,lr2; I', lr2+l , • • ', lrn\ V, lr„ + l, • • •, lrn+y,

and corresponding sequence of exponents
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(20) kx, ■■■,krx;Nx;krx+i, ■■ ̂k^N^k^+i, • • -,krn;NR; krn+l , ■■■,kra+x,

where we may have rx = 0 and/or rn+1 = r„, but adjacent subscripts must be

distinct. Now Xe? will be a linear combination of monomials, a typical one

of which can be obtained from X by replacing xfj by Xi'~m> illkj = n),

where mx + m2+ ■•• + mn= m. In other words, a typical term of Xe™ is

associated with an "ordered partition" m = mx + • ■ ■ + mn of the integer m,

subject to 0 ^ m¡ ^ N¡ for all ;', and in fact there is a term of Xe¿" for each

such ordered partition (possibly with zero coefficient, or course).

We need to consider the a¿-strings of weights through each of the weights

Aj: = A — ka¡[ 1,rj\ — (£{Nv)ai, 1 £/ — It. The jth such string will start

with \j — pjai and end with A, + fl;a,. Then we have [8, Theorem 4.1]:

(21) (A - ka{ 1, r,\ ) (A,) - Pj - q¡ + 2 ¿ Nv.
i

For convenience, we introduce the following abbreviations for expressions

which recur frequently:

Tj^Pj-qj + Nj,

Mj = mx + m2+-h rn¡        (M0 = 0, Mn = m),

Aj=Tj + Mj,

Bj^Tj + Mj-u

C] = A1 + M].l = Bi + M},

where in each case ; — 1,2, • • •, ra.

We prove by induction on m that the term of Xef corresponding to the

ordered partition m = mx+ ■■■ + mn has the coefficient

m -i

(22) (- irmin [n iNj-t) (Bi)~\.

For m = 1, we have some m,■ = 1, all others = 0. The assertion is that we get

a coefficient of — iV;(T, + 1). By (18), we get a coefficient of

- /V; {( A - A41, rj] - Z /V.«¡) (A;) - N¡ + l}

= - Nt (pj - qi+ 2¿ N.- 2Z N„- Nj+ l)        (by (21))* i i '

- - Njipj - qj + N¡;+ 1) = - NATj + 1),

as required.
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Now assume the assertion is true for m — 1. There are exactly n terms of

Xe?~l which contribute to the term of Xe? under consideration, namely,

those corresponding to the ordered partitions m — 1 = my + ■ ■ • + m,_x

+ ims — 1) + ms+i + • • • -f mn. By the induction hypothesis, the sth one of

these has coefficient

mi-l m,—2 m„ — 1

(_!)» i(m-i)! lliNy-t)... II (#.-*)••• II iNn-t)
(23)

/Ax\        /AS_A  /As-1\  /As+i-1\        /A„-l\

\BX)   "\BS.X)\   Bs    )\Bs+x-l)   "\Ba-l)

The contribution of the term with coefficient (23) to Xem is, by (18) and (21),

another factor of:

- {N. - ms + 1) { ( A - ka,{ 1, rs] - £ (N, - m„) a,) (A¿) -Ns + msJ

= - (JV, - ms + l)(ps - qs + 2¿ N. - 2£ (2V„ - m.) - iVs + m.)
(24) \ i i /

= - (ATS - ms + 1)(T. + 2MS i + m.)

= -(Ars-ms+l)Cs.

The coefficient we seek is obtained by summing the product of (23) and

(24) for s = 1,2, ••-,«. Clearly the following factors are common to every

term of the sum:

n   mj—1

(25) (-ir(m-l)!n II (Nj-t).
j=l    (=0

The rest of the sum, which must be factored into the remaining factors of

(22), is:

^■C)-ÍAb'){\Í){Ab1~[)-U~\)_i      \ ax)        \ B,^x / \     Bs    /\BS+X—1/ \tin—l/

=¿ c,ÏÏ ajó (au- D!{n 5»!n (5.- «i (m.- Din »»»! j
s=l Is "      1 s+1 iu?i« '

=n(Bjmj)-i¿m.(nB„)c.n1Ajri(A1,-i)!
1 s=l * s+1 ' 1 s

n n

= II (A„ - D! iBJ ro„!) "^ msAi • • • As_j Csi3s+i • • • Bn.
1 s-l

We now proceed to factor the sum remaining in (26). We note first that

Cx= Tx + mx= Tx + Mx = Ax, and one can verify from the definitions that

(26)
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(27) mwCw = MWAW- M^XBW,       w = 1,2, •••,ra.

Then the sum in (26) becomes

™ n-l

£ MSAXA2 ■ ■ ■ ASBS+X ■■■ Bn - £ MWAX ■ ■ ■ AWBW+X ■ ■ ■ Bn
s=l w=0

= MnAxA2 ■■■An= mAxA2 ■ ■ ■ An.

Hence (26) becomes

(28) (mílAj)   /(rißjmj) = mU(£) .

The product of (28) and (25) gives (22) as required to complete the induction

step.

The modified monomial corresponding to the monomial X defined by (19)

and (20) is (AJ • • • krn+1\Nxl ■ ■ ■ Nnl)~lX. The monomial in the term of Xef

corresponding to m = mx + ■ ■ ■ + mn gets replaced by

ikx\... Ar„+1! iNx -mx)\...ÍNn- m«)!)"1

times itself. Thus, the coefficient of this term must be an integral multiple

of ml Y\j=1Y[t}=~ol iN¡ - t), which is precisely what (22) asserts it is.

This completes the proof of Lemma 1 and hence also of Theorem 2.

5. Analogues of the Chevalley groups. In this section the notation of

[11, §2] will be used. In particular, ?c denotes a complex semi-simple Lie

algebra with a fixed Chevalley basis jAj.e«,}, and ? the corresponding Lie

algebra of Chevalley over an arbitrary field X of characteristic ^ 2,3.

(This restriction on characteristics will be assumed henceforth without

further mention.)

If a,ß and a + ß are roots, then

LeactfJ = f*a>ßea+ß,

where Natß is an integer, and 1 ^ |/Va>fl| ̂  4. Thus each ea can be written as

a rational multiple of a product of the form [ • • • [ [c¡1e¿2]e,3] • • • e¡r] or of the

form [ • • • [ [fixf¡2\f¡3] • • • fir], where the multiplier (in lowest terms) has only

powers of 2 and 3 in the denominator. It will be convenient in the sequel to

refer to the subring B of the rational field Q consisting of all rationals having

only 2 and 3 as prime factors of their denominators (when in the lowest

terms). If p is a prime > 3, then B/pB is a field of p elements and will be

identified with the prime field X0 of any field X of characteristic p.

Let A be a dominant integral linear function on $c with respect to the

basis Ai, A2, •••,A/. Let 90?c be the corresponding finite-dimensional irreduci-

ble ?c-module, and R the associated representation. Let yx, ■■•,yn be a

Chevalley basis for 90?c, in the sense defined above, which will henceforth be
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fixed. When convenient, linear transformations in 90íc will be identified with

matrices relative to this basis.

We now describe a process for associating with the $?c-module 90ic an

i-module 9J?. The matrices ef, ff, A* have integer entries, and by the re-

marks above, ef is a matrix with entries in B for every root vector ea in the

Chevalley basis. Reduce the entries of each of the matrices hf, ef modulo

the characteristic of K. The result is a set of matrices over the prime field Ka

ofK. Considering the elements ¡A,,ea\ as the Chevalley basis of ?, and con-

tinuing to denote the matrices over K0 by Af, ef, we have a linear mapping

R: A,—*Af, ea—»ef of ? into the space of n-hy-n matrices over K.

It is easy to verify that R is a matrix representation of i, and as such has

an associated module 3DÍ, considering the matrices in ?* as linear transforma-

tions of the if-space SET? with respect to a fixed basis. We have dim^SD? = n

= dimcSDîc, and it is convenient to identify the Chevalley basis yx, •••,y„

of 50îc with the fixed basis in iVl.

We recall the definition of the Chevalley group G'. Let

xit; a) = exp(i adej,

for t E C and a a root of ?c- (The notation xa(i) is used in [ 11].) xit; a) is an

automorphism of ?c and has a matrix (relative to the Chevalley basis) with

entries which are polynomials in t with integer coefficients. Replace the com-

plex parameter t by an indeterminate, and then specialize the indeterminate

to an arbitrary element £ £ K. The result, also denoted x(i; a), is the matrix

relative to the Chevalley basis of an automorphism of 2. The group G' is the

group generated by the automorphisms xit; a) for all roots a of ?c and all

tEK. Actually, G' is generated by the xit; a) for tEK and ± a £ n, a fixed

fundamental system of roots [3, p. 48].

We now define groups similar to G' by the use of Theorem 2. Let x(í; a, R)

= exptef, ± «£ n, i£ C, where n = \ax,a2, •••,a¡\. Relative to the Cheval-

ley basis of iVlc, each x(í; a, R) has a matrix of determinant 1 with entries

which are polynomials in t with integer coefficients. As above, replace t by an

indeterminate, and then specialize the indeterminate to an arbitrary element

tEK. The result is a nonsingular matrix, again denoted x(í; a, R), or equiva-

lent^, a nonsingular linear transformation of 21?. Let GR denote the linear

group generated by the x(£; a, R) for all tEK, ± a £ n.

Theorem 3. // K is algebraically closed, then GR is an irreducible algebraic

group.

Proof. We first observe that the mapping í—>x(í; a, R) for a fixed a is a

homomorphism of (X, + ) into GR. For any complex numbers t, t' we have

xit + t'; a, R) = xit; a, R) xit'; a, R). Replacing the complex parameters by

indeterminates, we get a matrix identity in which the entries are polynomials
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with integer coefficients.  Specialization to t, t' E X gives the fact that

t—>xit; a,R) is a homomorphism.

Let Xia.R) be the group of all x(i; a,R), tEK. Then Xia.R) is the

image of (X,+) under the rational representation t—>xit;a,R). Hence

X(o, R) is an irreducible algebraic group [ 2, pp. 115, 112]. Since GR is gener-

ated by irreducible algebraic groups, it is also irreducible algebraic [2,

p. 123].

6. The fixed point theorem. For the time being, let ? denote a finite-

dimensional semi-simple Lie algebra over an algebraically closed field of

characteristic 0. Let 90? be a finite-dimensional irreducible ^-module with

associated representation R, and let k denote the multiplicity of 0 as a

weight of 90?. For each o£?, let 30 = jzG 90?|zafi =0}.

Lemma 2. dim 3a = A for each aE ?.

Proof. First let a be a regular element. Then the Fitting null component

§a of ad a is a Cartan subalgebra containing a [8, p. 59]. Let 90?o denote

the 0 weight space of 90? relative to £>„. Then 90?o ç 3a, and k = dim 90?o

= dim 3a-

Now let ax,a2, ■ ■ -,an be a basis for ?, and let Zx,£2, • ••,£„ be algebraically

independent indeterminates. Let P = $(£i, •••,£„), the field of rational

expressions in the |¿, and consider ?P and 9D?P obtained by extension of the

base field. The generic element x = ££,a, of ? is a regular element of ?P,

hence also of ?u, where 12 is the algebraic closure of P [8, pp. 66-61]. If 3*

denotes the null space of xu in 90?„ (where R is used to denote the extension

of itself), then dima3x= A, by the first part of the proof. Hence rank xR

= dim90?s¡- dim 3* = dim9D?„ - A = dim* 90? - A. An arbitrary element

oE?, say a = XX a„ is the image of x under the specialization £¿—>i,-. Thus

rank aR g rankxÄ ^ dim90? — A, so dim3Q = A.

Let ea denote a root vector of ? for each (nonzero) root a relative to a Car-

tan subalgebra &. Let &,•••,£, be indeterminates, and let P now denote the

field of formal power series over * in the £,'s (i.e., the quotient field of the

algebra of formal power series). Consider ?P and the nonsingular linear trans-

formation t(£) — (exp£iefj) ••• (exp£re£) of 90?P, where the a, are arbitrary

roots. Let 9? be the fixed point space of t(£) in 90?P.

Lemma 3. dim 9? ̂  A.

Proof. Form the free algebra X and the free Lie algebra 5 on r generators

Vu • • -,Vr- X may be extended to the algebra X = $[[»/i, •••,!?,•]] of formal

power series in the 77/s, and 5 may be extended to the Lie subalgebra ft of

power series, each whose homogeneous terms is a_Lie element of X, i.e., an

element of %. Let t(»j) = (expjji) ••• (exp?;r) G X. The Campbell-Hausdorff
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formula [8, p. 172] gives riv) = exp f, where f £ %. The canonical mapping

5^4>[[^e^, •••,|refr]] maps riv) —>t(|) and exp f—> exp A, where A is a

Lie element, i.e., a power series in the elements of the Lie algebra generated

by Sie", •••, £refr. Since ade„¿ is nilpotent in ?, ad £,ef; is nilpotent in ?£

Hence one may apply the Specht-Wever Theorem (see e.g. [8, pp. 169, 173])

to show that there are only a finite number of nonzero terms in the power

series A. Hence A £ ?P, which means A = aH for some a£ ?P, and t(|)

= expo*. Now let z£ 3„ = ( z£ 3J?r| zaH = 0}. Then zr(f) = z, and hence

3a ç 91. If fi denotes the algebraic closure of P, we have, by Lemma 2,

dimP3o = dim„(3b)n = A, and therefore dimPAT ̂  A.

We now resume the notation of § 5. $?c denotes a complex semi-simple Lie

algebra, and ? the associated Lie algebra over an arbitrary field K of char-

acteristic 9¿ 2, 3. Let SOÍc be an irreducible ?c-module and SQÎ the associated

^-module. Let R be the corresponding representation in either case, and let

GH be the group defined in §5. For each t£ Gk, let %ir) denote the fixed

point space of t in M.

Theorem 4. For each t £ Gu, dim 5(t) ^ A, iAe multiplicity of 0 as a weight

of ?c in imc.

Proof. Write t= x(ix; ai,fi) ---xU,.; ar,Ä). As in Lemma 3, let &,-***&

be indeterminates, P the field of formal power series over C in the £, and

riO = (expÉiefj) ••• (exp£refr). The element r of GR is obtained by ob-

serving that relative to a Chevalley basis for 9D?C (which is also a basis for

(3Dtc)p) the matrix t(£) has entries which are polynomials in the £,'s with

coefficients in the ring B defined in §5, and then specializing &—>í¡ in K. By

Lemma 3, the space 9Í of t(£)-fixed points in (SDÎc)? has dimension ^ A.

Thus rank (r(f) - i) á dim ( SOU, - A = dimK9JÎ - A. Hence rank (r - /)

= dim 30? - dim g(T) ^ dim 30? - A, and dim g(T) ^ A.

Corollary. // 0 is a weight of R iin 9D?t), then every element of GH has a

inonzero) fixed point.

The following criterion is useful in determining when the fixed point theo-

rem is applicable.

Theorem (Freudenthal [4]). Zero is a weight of 90?c if and only if the

highest weight is a sum of fundamental roots.

If we take our usual basis hx,h2, ■•■,hl for &c, each dominant integral

linear function A on &c is a sum of the basic highest weights Xy,X2, ---.Xi

defined by \¿(A;) = 5„. Thus one can determine whether 0 is a weight of 30îc

for a given A by examining the coefficients of the X, written as linear combin-

ations of the a, (see e.g. [5, p. 318]).
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7. Automorphisms of exceptional simple Jordan algebras. Application of

Theorem 4 to the 26-dimensional irreducible module for the Lie algebra of

type F4 will be seen to give information about the fixed points of automor-

phisms of exceptional simple Jordan algebras. We assume familiarity with

the notation, computational formulas, and constructions in Seligman [ 10,

§§1-2]. Unexplained notations are defined there.

Let 3 be the split exceptional simple Jordan algebra over an arbitrary

field X (which will continue to mean characteristic ¿¿ 2, 3). Let ? be the

simple Lie algebra over X of classical type F4. Then ? can be represented as

the derivation algebra of 3. We take as a fundamental system of roots for £

the roots ax,a2,a3,a4 defined on p. 293 of [10]. Let ?„ denote the root space

of a in ?. Then the elements h\ of [$a¡, 8_aJ] such that a,(Ai) - 2(t* - 1,2,3,

4) are given by:

h'x = A2 - A3,

h'2 = hx — h2,

K = 2hx,

K= -hx + h2 + h3 + A4,

as may be verified by [10, (14), (15), (16), (18)]. A set of root vectors

e» fi (1 = i è 4) for the ± a, such that {e¿, /„ h¡ | 1 ^ i'^ 4¡ is a canonical

set of generators is given by:

ex = 2(0,0,0, E32 - X67), U = 2(0,0,0, E16 - E23),

e2 = 2(0,0,0, EX6 - E.a), f2 = 2(0,0,0, E,¿ - E6X),

e3= 2(1*!, 0,0,0), U= 0*6,0,0,0),

e4= 2(0,1*6,0,0), A= (0,1*!, 0,0).

Again, the fact that [c¡/,] = A¿ for each * can be verified by [10, (14)].

For calculating the effect of the e, and /, as derivations of 3, one also

needs to observe that (£32 - E„)* = (£32 - E„)* = E32 - E61, (X16 - E^)*

= (X16 — •E25)"= 4(^83 — E14) and similar expressions for the effects of y

and \p on the skew transformations appearing in the definitions of fx and f2.

This follows from [10, pp. 293-294].

We select the following fixed basis for 3 : 1, wx = diag (1,-1, 0),

w2 = diag (0, 1, -1}, 2m(4)u1(l, 2),-.. , 2m(11,u8(l, 2), 2m(12,u1(l,3), ••• ,

2",(19,u8(l,3), 2m(20,u1(2,3),...,2m(27)u8(2,3), where the exponents m(/') take

the following values for ; = 4, 5, • • -, 27: 0, -1, -1, 4, -1, 0, 0, -5; -1,
-2,-2,3,0,1,1, -4; 3,2,2, -1, -4, -3, -3,0.

Let ii,j) denote a 27-by-27 matrix unit with 1 in the (ij)-position. Then

relative to this basis for 3, the e, and /, have the following matrices [ 10; (20) ] :
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ex= (6,5) - (9,10) + (14,13) - (17,18) + (22,21) - (25,26),

/i= (10,9) - (5,6) + (18,17) - (13,14) + (26,25) - (21,22),

e2= (4,9) - (5,8) + (19,14) - (18,15) + (27,22) - (26,23),

f2= (8,5) - (9,4) + (15,18) - (14,19) + (23,26) - (22,27),

e3 = 2(2,4) - (3,4) - (8,2) - (13,26) + (14,25) - (15,20)

+ (16,27) - (21,18) + (22,17) - (23,12) + (24,19),

h = 2(2,8) - (3,8) - (4,2) + (12,23) - (17,22) + (18,21)

- (19,24) + (20,15) - (25,14) + (26,13) - (27,16),

e4 = (2,16) + (3,16) + (4,27) + (9,22) - (10,21) + (11,24)

- (12,2) - (12,3) - (20,7) - (23,8) + (25,6) - (26,5),

U - (2,12) + (3,12) + (5,26) - (6,25) + (7,20) + (8,23)

- (16, 2) - (16, 3) + (21,10) - (22, 9) - (24, 11) - (27, 4).

From these expressions we may compute directly:

e? - fí = 4 - fi - o,

eí= -2(8,4),/32 = -2(4,8),

e42= -2(12,16), fí= -2(16,12),

eí = fl = e¡ = ft = 0.

Theorem 5. Every automorphism of an exceptional central simple Jordan

algebra 3 over an arbitrary field of characteristic ^2,3 has at least a 3-dimen-

sional space of fixed points.

Proof. Let Q be the algebraic closure of the base field K. Then 3¡¡ is a

necessarily split exceptional simple Jordan algebra over il, and since fixed

point spaces are preserved under field extension, it suffices to prove the

theorem in the algebraically closed case. Thus we may assume 3 itself is

split.

Let 3c denote the exceptional simple Jordan algebra over the complex

field, and ?c its derivation algebra. The restriction of ?c to the space 3c of

elements of trace 0 gives a 26-dimensional irreducible representation of ?c,

so we set 90îc = 3¿. If we apply the previous contents of this section to 3 c,

we see that the basis for 9J?C obtained by dropping the first basis element

for 3c is in fact a Chevalley basis relative to the selected canonical genera-

tors for $?o The full basis for 3t has a multiplication table with coefficients

in the ring B. Thus when we pass to our arbitrary field K, we get not only ?

and  90?, but also the split exceptional Jordan algebra 3.  Furthermore,
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90? =3', the space of elements of trace 0 in 3, and ? is the Lie algebra of

derivations of 3.

The zero weight space in 9D?C is spanned by wx and w2. Thus Theorem 4

asserts that every element of the group GH generated by the mappings

xit; a,R) (íGX, ±«Gn) of 90? has at least a 2-dimensional fixed point

space.

We note that eR denotes a nilpotent linear transformation of 90?c (or 90?) ;

it may be extended uniquely to a derivation of 3c (or 3) by setting leR = 0.

Similarly, xit; a, R) it E C) will also denote the extension of itself to 3c

defined by 1 • xit; a, R) = 1. Clearly, this is the exponential of the extended

teR, a nilpotent derivation, and hence is an automorphism of 3c- Passing from

C to X in the usual way gives automorphisms xit; a, R) of 3. In this way GR

can be considered as a subgroup of 31(3), the automorphism group of 3.

since each element of GR has at least a 3-dimensional fixed point space in 3,

the proof will be complete when we show that GR = 21(3).

If A G 31(3), then IA: X^A~lXA for XG ? defines an automorphism

of ?, and A—>IA is a monomorphism of 21(3) into 21(£). The image of

xit; a,R) is xit; a), ± a G n, tEK (by [9, p.454, (2)], since in this case

ieR)3 = 0, and xit; a, R) = exptef). The Chevalley group G' is generated

by the xit; a) for ± a E n, t E X, and in this case is the full automorphism

group of £ [ 12, (4.8) ], so A -> IA maps GR onto 2l( ?) and therefore

GR= 21(3)^ 2l(?).

The next task is to show that the lower bound in Theorem 5 is actually

achieved. For this purpose, familiarity with the notation and terminology of

Jacobson [7] (particularly the proof of the triality principle in §2) is as-

sumed. Theorem 6 will be proved by exhibiting an automorphism that

achieves the lower bound, in a manner analogous to the proof of Theorem 2

of[11].

Theorem 6. The minimal dimension of fixed point spaces of automorphisms

of a split exceptional simple Jordan algebra 3 over a field X of characteristic

^ 2, 3, or 5 is 3.

Proof. Continuing the notation of [ 10] with respect to 3 and the split

Cayley algebra 6 over X, we select the following elements bx, • • ■, b8 of S :

bx = i*4 + us,       b2 = u4- 2 i*8;

b2i+x = 2ui- - u1+4,       i = 1,2,3;

°2>+2 = — U» — ñ Ui+4, i = 1,2,3.
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The multiplication table for 6 [10, p. 287] may be used to calculate the

matrices of the symmetries Sx, Sbi, with respect to the identity and to the b¡,

and we find that

A1-nS1Sts-dkg{-i,-i, ~\, -\, -2, -2, -2, -2}.

The orthogonal transformations A2,A3 related to A1 by the triality principle

[7, p. 78, (13) ] are given by

8 8

A2 = ^I1"(W"1^,      A3 = ß-1 n biR,
;-i ¡=1

whereß2 = üLM^) [7, pp.75, 79]. We have n(6.) = 2 for i odd and - 1

for i even, so n?=i«(6,) = 16. We take ß = — 4. The left and right multi-

plications by the £>, may also be computed from the multiplication table, and

we find:

A2=diag{2,2,2,2,i,y,|},

A3=diag{-1, -1, -1, -1-, -1,-1,-1,-4}.

Ay, A2, and A3 define an automorphism of 3 [ 7, p. 87, Proof of Theorem 6]

whose fixed point space is the 3-dimensional space spanned by the diagonal

idempotents. This, together with Theorem 5, completes the proof.

Other simple cases in which the fixed point theorem can be applied are

the irreducible representations of minimal degree for ?c of types Bt and G2.

In the first case one gets the known result that every rotation in an odd-

dimensional space over an arbitrary field (here of characteristic ^ 2,3) has

a nonzero fixed point [ 1, p. 131]. In the second case, the result is that every

automorphism of a Cayley algebra has a fixed point in the 7-dimensional

subspace of elements of trace 0. This result is also known, and in fact is a

special case of the previous one, since automorphisms of Cayley algebras act

in the trace 0 space as rotations with respect to the norm form [ 6]. In each

case, the details of applying the fixed point theorem are similar to the F4 case

worked out above. Application of Theorem 4 to adjoint representations also

yields a part of the result of [11, Theorem l].
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